Writing passive voice sentences

1 select
She was selected for the job.

2 deliver

3 check

4 change

5 collect

6 order

7 ask

8 frighten

9 scold

10 feed

11 steal

12 measure
2 The parcel was delivered by DHL.

3 The products are checked for defects.

4 The tire was changed by the driver.

5 Insects were collected by the students for a research project.

6 He was ordered to leave the office by his boss.

7 Many questions were asked by the students.

8 They are really frightened when watching horror movies.

9 She was scolded by her colleagues when she made a lot of mistakes.

10 The birds are fed by a little girl.

11 Their credit card information was stolen by the hacker.

12 Her height was measured by her parents.